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The superconducting order parameters in optimally doped Ba0.65K0.35Fe2As2 single crystals have been
directly measured using multiple Andreev reflection effect spectroscopy of superconductor–normal metal–
superconductor break-junctions. We determine two superconducting gaps, which are nodeless in the

-plane of the momentum space, and resolve a substantial in-plane anisotropy of the large gap. The tem-
perature dependences of the gaps indicate a strong coupling within the bands where  develops, a weak cou-
pling in the condensate with the small gap , and a moderate interband interaction between the two con-
densates. The own critical temperatures of both condensates have been estimated (under the hypotherical
assumption of zero interband interaction).
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Superconducting compounds belonging to the
BaFe2As2 pnictide family show a moderate critical
temperature up to 38 K upon hole doping, in particu-
lar, by substitution of K for Ba. Large high quality sin-
gle crystals with variable composition are easily grown,
facilitating intensive studies of the properties of these
compounds. The structure of the Ba-122 pnictides
contains superconducting FeAs blocks separated with
Ba blocks along the  axis. As compared to the 1111,
24622, or 32522 pnictide families which quasi-two-
dimensionality resembles that in cuprates, the Ba-122
compounds, have more isotropic (in-plane to out-of-
plane) transport and magnetic properties. In the opti-
mally doped Ba0.65K0.35Fe2As2 samples, angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) stud-
ies [1, 2] showed the presence of four bands crossing
the Fermi level, one electron-like, and three hole-like
bands. The Fermi surface comprises two concentric
hole-like barrels near the  point, and the electron-
like cylinder surrounded by four hole-like “blades”
forming a propeller-like structure near the X point of
the Brillouin zone. At temperatures below , two
superconducting condensates coexist. As follows from
the ARPES data [1, 2], the small gap with

 opens at the outer  barrel, whereas the
single large gap with  opens at all other

parts of the Fermi surface. A variety of pairing symme-
tries with nodeless, nodal or anisotropic gaps were dis-
cussed from theoretical point of view [3–5].

Although the two-gap superconductivity in the Ba-
122 family seems unambiguously established, the
superconducting gap values determined by various
techniques are highly contradictory. Possibly, this may
be caused by lacking of direct probes, or limited
(insufficient) resolution of experimental techniques,
as well as by intrinsic features of these materials, such
as significant influence of surface states [6], both in-
plane and out-of-plane gap anisotropy (considered,
e.g., in [3, 4]), proximity to Lifshitz transition [5], or
interplay between the superconducting and magnetic
properties. As a result, for Ba-122 pnictides, the
reported in literature characteristic ratio for the large
“driving” gap varies from 4 to even 11 (for a review, see
[1, 2, 7, 8]). From this brief overview, it becomes evi-
dent that direct and self-consistent experimental data
are crucial in order to uncover the pairing mechanism
in Ba-122 pnictides.

Here, we present a direct study of the supercon-
ducting order parameter in optimally doped
Ba0.65K0.35Fe2As2 using multiple Andreev reflection
effect spectroscopy of superconductor–normal
metal–superconductor (SNS) break-junctions. We
determine magnitudes of the two superconducting
gaps, show the absence of nodes in the -plane of
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the momentum space, and resolve a substantial in-
plane anisotropy of the large gap. Based on the mea-
sured temperature dependences of the gaps, we esti-
mate the own critical temperatures of the two conden-
sates, and interband interaction.

The large size Ba0.65K0.35Fe2As2 single crystals were
synthesized by self-flux technique using FeAs as the
flux, for details see [9]. The chemical composition,
crystal structure and lattice parameters were tested by
X-ray diffractometer (Pan Analytical X’Pert Pro
MRD), and scanning electron microscope JEOL
JSM-7001 equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectroscopy probe. The critical temperature
of the superconducting transition  K
was determined from magnetization and DC transport
measurements [9, 10].

In order to directly determine the structure of the
superconducting order parameter and its temperature
dependence, we used Andreev spectroscopy of SNS
junctions. The multiple Andreev reflection effect
(MARE) is observed in the SNS ballistic contact
(whose diameter  is less than the carrier mean free
path  [11]). The multiple Andreev reflection effect
causes an excess current in current–voltage character-
istic (CVC), which significantly grows in low-bias
region (the so-called foot area). A series of dynamic
conductance features (subharmonic gap structure

(SGS)) appears at bias voltages , (where  is a

natural number) [12–15]. This simple expression
enables to determine directly the superconducting gap
value at any temperatures up to  [12, 15]. For the
high-transparency SNS Andreev regime (typical for
our break-junction contacts), SGS reveals itself as a
series of dips for both nodeless and nodal supercon-
ducting energy gap. The coexistence of two supercon-
ducting gaps would cause, obviously, two SGS’s in the
dI(V)/dV spectrum. A -space angular dependence of
the gap value strongly affects the SGS lineshape. In
case of isotropic gap, the SGS minima are sharp and
symmetrical, whereas a nodal gap leads to less inten-
sive and asymmetric dI(V)/dV minima [16, 17]. For
the extended -wave nodeless gap, the SGS demon-
strates doublet minima corresponding to the two
extremal values of the anisotropic gap [8, 18].

For Andreev spectroscopy studies, we used a
break-junction (BJ) technique (for details, see [18–
21]) in order to fabricate the symmetric SNS contacts.
In the break-junction experiment, the studied sample
is precisely cleaved in the cryogenic environment
(Fig. 1). The single crystal prepared as a thin 3 × 1.5 ×
0.1-mm plate was attached to a springy holder by four
In–Ga pads (liquid at room temperature) which
insured true 4-probe connection and helped aligning
the ab-plane parallel to the sample holder. After cool-
ing down to 4.2 K, the sample holder was precisely
bent; this caused cracking of the single crystal. The
resultant microcrack represents the superconductor–
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constriction–superconductor contact, where the con-
striction acts as a weak link.

In our setup, the superconducting banks of the
crack slide in the ab-plane and are closely touching
each other [18]. As a result, the metallic Ba-blocks
between the superconducting Fe–As blocks of the
crystal structure, form highly transparent weak links.
Therefore, the observed I(V) and dI(V)/dV character-
istics of the break junctions in Ba-122 are typical for
high transparency Andreev transport mode [12–15].
Since in our setup the microcrack is located deep in
the bulk of the sample and away from the current
leads, the cryogenic clefts are protected from Joule
overheating or degradation.

In layered samples, the break-junction technique
often forms also natural arrays of the SNSN-…-S-type
realized at the steps and terraces. As an example, Fig. 1
schematically illustrates formation of the array
between the surface of the cryogenic cleft and the step.
The current always f lows through the array along the 
crystallographic axis. In such array, an intrinsic multi-
ple Andreev reflections effect (IMARE) occurs. This
effect is similar to the intrinsic Josephson effect and is
observed in all layered superconductors (for a review,
see [18, 20]). The Andreev array consists of sequence
of  SNS junctions; therefore, SGS appears at posi-
tions enlarged by a factor of , i.e., . In
general, the positions of any other peculiarities caused
by bulk properties of material also scale with m. In our
experiment, we were able to probe tens of single SNS
contacts and arrays (containing various number of

c
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Sample mounting on the holder in
the break-junction experiment, and the schematic of the
break junction formation in a layered single crystal:
(1) sample, (2) microcrack, and (3) In–Ga pads. The
arrow shows the bias current direction (along the  axis)
through the array.
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junctions m) by precisely readjusting the microcrack.
The latter opportunity enables one to collect a large
amount of data and to check reproducibility of the
bulk gap values and other bulk properties of the mate-
rial. The number of junctions  in the array can be
determined as a natural number that scales the bias
voltage to make the position of the bulk-caused fea-
tures coinciding with those for the single SNS contact.

The high quality of the break-junctions enables to
study the true bulk properties of the sample and to
minimize the influence of the surface states (which
seem to be significant for Ba-122 [6]) locally, i.e.,
within the contact size  nm. These features
favor direct and high-precision measurement of the
superconducting gap and its temperature dependence.
The break-junction technique enables also resolving
fine structure of dI(V)/dV, in particular, for probing
the gap anisotropy. We note that in our set-up, the car-
riers with various momenta in the -plane pass bal-
listically through the constriction along the -direc-
tion, with the velocity  Therefore, this tech-
nique ensures observation only of the -plane
anisotropy [8, 18].

Figure 2a shows typical dI(V)/dV characteristics
(measured at  K) for natural SNSNS arrays
(  SNS junctions). The corresponding I(V)
curves are shown in the inset. Regardless of the nota-
bly different contact resistance, the position of the
main features of the dynamic conductance remains
constant (see Figs. 2a, 2b). The pronounced foot at
low bias voltages signals that the constriction formally
behaves like a normal metal with a high transparency
(95–98%) and ballistic -axis transport [12–15].

In order to estimate the actual diameter of the con-
striction, we take the product of the normal in-plane
resistivity and effective elastic mean free path

 Ω cm2 [9], and the contact resis-
tance  Ω. Using the Sharvin’s formula [11], one

gets  nm. Taking account of
the partial Fermi momenta and conductivities for the
four bands crossing the Fermi level, determined for
nearly optimal (Ba, K)Fe2As2 crystal from the same
batch in ARPES and transport measurements [1, 2, 9],
we get the elastic mean free path up to 10–30 nm. This
rough estimate gives consistent with the
MARE condition for observing  Andreev sub-
harmonics in the dynamic conductance spectrum
[15]. Generally speaking, for observation of MARE
the contact diameter should be less than the inelastic
mean free path, which usually exceeds  by several
times. Taking the latter into account, we conclude the
conditions are fulfilled for observation of MARE in
the high transparency regime.

The dI(V)/dV spectra in Fig. 2a show a set of
dynamic conductance dips typical for clean SNS con-
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tacts. In order to normalize the I(V) and dI(V)/dV
spectra to those for a single junction, the voltage axis
was scaled by a factor of . The large gap SGS
starts with the pronounced dips at  meV cor-
responding to  in accordance with the SGS
expression. The spectrum has no more features at
higher bias, up to  mV, therefore the dips at

meV are the main harmonic ( ) for the large
gap. The features at  mV do not match the
expected position (  mV) of the second subhar-
monic of the large gap, therefore these two dips at

 and  mV may be interpreted as a doublet
 feature of the large gap. The gap anisotropy may

be determined as , where  and
 are the extrema of the large gap angular distribu-

tion corresponding to the inner and outer dips of the
doublet, respectively. The positions of the next pair of
dynamic conductance features,  and

mV, correspond to the second subharmonic of
. Note that the  doublet is exactly half as nar-

row as the  doublet, in agreement with the expres-
sion for SGS. As shown in the inset, such doublets are
reproducibly observed in the dI(V)/dV spectra of
Ba0.65K0.35Fe2As2 at  K (the lower curves), and
remain also resolved upon increasing temperature up
to, at least,  (the upper curve). The
positions of both minima in the doublet are stable and
independent of the constriction size or resistance, thus
the observed splitting of features cannot be attributed
to the size effects.

To say unambiguously whether the dI(V)/dV dou-
blets are caused by the anisotropy in the -plane, or
by the coexistence of two gaps with close values, one
needs detailed analysis of the Andreev feature line-
shape. Nevertheless, the intensity and the lineshape of
the doublets is undoubtedly inconsistent with that
expected for the d-wave or fully anisotropic (nodal) s-
wave symmetry [16, 18]; we conclude therefore that
the large gap is nodeless in the kxky plane. On the other
hand, it should be taken into consideration that the
ARPES studies have not revealed the presence of the
third gap  meV, whereas similar anisotropy was
resolved in our earlier IMARE studies of the Ba-122
with various composition [8, 17, 22, 23]. Taking the
above into account, we conclude the extended s-wave
is the most likely symmetry of the large gap. The
extremal amplitude of the large gap angular distribu-
tion are  meV (inner), and  meV
(outer). The middle range of the characteristic ratio

 is the same as that for the 1111
compounds determined in our previous studies [18,
20].

At lower biases, a second SGS (related with the
small gap) is observed in the dynamic conductance
spectra. Figure 2b shows low-bias fragments of
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dynamic conductance spectra for  Andreev
arrays, and for a single SNS junction. The width and
the slope of the foot near zero bias are reproducible for
all the curves. The minima at  meV and at

= ,6 2m

≈ .3 5eV

 meV correspond to the first (n = 1) and sec-
ond (n = 2) SGS harmonics. These features obviously
do not belong to the large gap; rather, they originate
from a small gap  meV. Unlike the  dou-

≈ .1 8eV

Δ ≈ .S 1 8 ΔL

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Dynamic conductance spectra for Andreev arrays measured at  K. Black vertical lines depict
positions of the Andreev subharmonics determining the edge values  and 9.5 meV (  anisotropy in the -plane).
The arrows show the small gap subharmonics. The inset shows CVCs of these contacts. (b) Doublet structure of the large gap
observed in dI(V)/dV for various Andreev arrays at 4.2 and (upper curve) 16 K. (c) Low-bias fragments of dynamic conductance
spectra of (  junctions, the lower curves) Andreev arrays and (upper curve) a single SNS junction demonstrating SGS of
the small gap  meV (hatched areas and dashed vertical lines). (d) Positions of (vertical bars depict the gap anisotropy) 
and (open symbols)  features in the dI(V)/dV spectra shown in panels (a, c), versus their inverse number .
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blets, the small gap peculiarities are not split but rather
symmetric, thus pointing to nearly isotropic  in
the -space. The positions of  features are repro-
ducible, although the data shown in Fig. 2b are
obtained for Andreev contacts with different resis-
tance. The minima become sharper as number of con-
tacts in the array m increases. Such a characteristic
property of the results obtained by IMARE spectros-
copy [18, 20, 21] proves diminishing contribution of
the surface defects to conduction, and, hence, the bulk
origin of the  order parameter.

Using the data presented in Figs. 2a and 2b, the
SGS positions  are plotted in Fig. 2c versus their
inverse number 1/n. According to the SGS expression

 (where ),  should depend lin-
early on  and tend to zero at . The resulting
straight lines passing through three points (the posi-
tions  of the first and the second harmonics, as well
as the origin) unambiguously demonstrate the exis-
tence of two distinct superconducting condensates
characterized with the order parameters  and .
The determined large and small gaps agree well with
measurements of the lower critical field [22], and
ARPES data [1, 2] obtained with the crystals from the
same batch.

The directly measured temperature dependences of
the gaps are shown in Fig. 3. For the large gap, both
the inner and outer extrema are resolved at low tem-
peratures. The splitting of the  doublets remains
almost constant, as shown in the inset. With tempera-
ture increasing, the inner dip of the doublet smears,
whereas the outer  is resolved until the local
critical temperature of the junction. The estimated gap
anisotropy  is unchanged practi-
cally with temperature.

A single-band model is obviously inconsistent with
the experimentally measured temperature depen-
dences of the large and the small gaps. The 
dependence passes somewhat below the single-band
BCS-like curve (dash-dotted line), whereas 
bends down significantly. The different temperature
dependences of the two gaps confirms the coexistence
of two independent order parameters,  and . On
the other hand, the doublet  and  tem-
perature dependences are similar, at least until

, and describe therefore properties of the
same condensate.

Taking into account the three strongly coupled
bands where the anisotropic large gap develops, one
can consider them as an effective “driving” conden-
sate with the  order parameter. The experimental

 dependences are obviously typical for a mod-
erate interband interaction between the effective 
and  bands. Therefore, as a rough estimate, a two-
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band model is suitable to determine the own character-
istic ratio for each condensate, i.e.,  ( )
expected in the hypothetical case of zero interband cou-
pling. The experimental  dependences could be
fit with a two-band model based on Moskalenko and
Suhl system of equations with the renormalized BCS
integral [24–28] (solid lines in Fig. 3). As a result, both
gaps are expected to become zero at the same tempera-
ture  K which corresponds to the contact
area (of the size  nm) transition to the normal
state. The local critical temperature is a bit lower than
the bulk  determined at a maximum of  for
the bulk crystal (rhombs and dashed line in Fig. 3).
Using the two-band fit, we determined a strong effec-
tive coupling in the “driving” bands with the own char-
acteristic ratio , which corre-
sponds to the own critical temperature  K.
Such  value could be realized for the system of driv-
ing bands in the absence of the  condensate, or in
the hypothetical case of zero interaction with it. How-
ever, according to our data, the two condensates mod-
erately interact in the -space, which lowers the actual

 of the compound by 20% as compared to . At the
same time, the intraband coupling for the condensate
with the  order parameter, which develops at the
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Temperature influence (solid cir-

cles) on the large gap extrema  and  and (open cir-
cles) on the small gap . The single-band fit (dash-dotted
line), two-band fit (solid lines), bulk resistance transition
(rhombs), and  (dashed line) are shown for
comparison. The inset shows the temperature dependence
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outer  barrel [1, 2], is weak and close to the BCS-
limit. Its own ratio  leads to  12 K,
which matches the temperature at which both 
dependences noticeably bend down.

In conclusion, by multiple Andreev reflection
spectroscopy of Ba0.65K0.35Fe2As2 single crystals with

 K, we directly determined two superconduct-
ing gaps: the anisotropic large gap  with two
extremal values, 6.4 and 9.5 meV (33–36% anisot-
ropy), and the small gap  meV with no
signs of anisotropy, and their temperature depen-
dences. According to our estimate, in the driving
bands where the large gap develops, a strong effective
coupling responsible for the high critical temperature
of the compound is realized. For the hypothetical case
of two noninteracting ΔL and ΔS condensates, the own
critical temperature of the driving bands would rise up
to  K. On the other hand, the intrinsic super-
conductivity of the small gap  band is weak and
close to the BCS limit. The interband interaction
between the two condensates is moderate, and causes
the actual  of the compound to be ~20% lower than
the own critical temperature  of the driving bands.
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